
 

 

 

 

 

VOLUNTEER ROLES AT ROAR! 
At ROAR VBS, our goal is that you will serve in an area that taps into your gifts, interests and abilities.  

 

Generally speaking, we are looking for volunteers who are: 

• Responsible and dependable  

• Enthusiastic about working with children 

• Excited about serving at ROAR 

• Patient, positive, kind  

• Good communicators  

• If in a room station, comfortable speaking in front of small groups (30 or less children)  

 

Here’s a brief run-down of the various serving opportunities and a description of each. If you have additional 

questions, please don’t hesitate to call us! We want it to be a good fit!  

 

Crew Leader/Asst. Crew Leader: With children at all times, must be energetic, enthusiastic about working with 

kids, attentive, caring, participatory, responsible, a role model. 

Station Leader/Assistant: (There are 4 main room stations at ROAR: Wild Bible Adventures, Stampede Games, 

Imagination Station & KidVid Cinema. A leader manual for each station is provided with easy-to-follow daily 

“lesson plans”, scripts, information, supply lists and more. Note: supplies are provided for you).  

Wild Bible Adventures: Leading or assisting station where kids hear/learn about the day’s Bible story. Must be 

comfortable being part of a skit/acting out, speaking in front of a group, etc. Assistants should be helpful, 

support the station leader as needed, attentive and willing to engage with the crews.  

KidVid Cinema: Leading or assisting station where kids eat their snack, watch a video (being a little 

comfortable with techie stuff is helpful) that connects to the day’s Bible point and have discussions about it. 

Must be comfortable leading discussion, speaking in front of a group, working with kids. Assistants should be 

helpful, support the station leader as needed, attentive and willing to engage with the crews.  

Imagination Station: Leading or assisting sciency-fun interactive activities with the kids. Each day the gizmo 

connects with the Bible point and kids get one to take home. Must be energetic, organized, comfortable 

speaking & working with a group, having fun with kids. You’ll need to try out all the sciency-fun gizmos in 

advance of VBS week.  

Assistants should be helpful, support the station leader as needed, attentive and willing to engage with the 

crews.  

Stampede Games: Must be high energy, fun, able to organize groups of kids safely and give out group 

directions, comfortable leading/speaking in front of a group, this is a more physical role in a loud, energetic 

environement.  

 

For more specific info on Supplies, Snacks, Tech, Worship, Hospitality, Volunteer Appreciation, Photography 

and Missions, please email Kathy DiRaimo or call the church office at (813) 253-5388.  

mailto:kdiraimo@hydeparkumc.org

